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This invention relates to a new loose-leaf notebook 
combination and more particularly to the combination of 
a loose-leaf notebook with a novel holder or receptacle 
for articles of stationery such as pens, pencils, erasers 
and the like. 
The present invention provides means for holding and 

retaining pens, pencils, erasers, etc., in cooperation with 
the ring binder portion of a loose-leaf notebook and with 
the notebook generally, so as to provide convenient and 
secure storage space for such articles. The notebook 
receptacle arrangement of the present invention is such as 
to take unusual and particularly efficient advantage of 
the space pecularities of a ring binder notebook of the 
type wherein the rings are hingedly carried by a backing 
member secured to the inner side of the spine of the 
notebook. Furthermore, the holder or receptacle of the 
present invention is such that, in conjunction with a flat, 
relatively stiff sheet which comprises a cover for the 
receptacle, a particularly good writing surface is pro 
vided for writing on notebook pages which are resting 
upon the receptacle device and its associated cover sheet. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a holder which is rugged and durable and which may 
be fabricated economically on a mass production basis. 
Furthermore, the receptacle and article holder of the pres 
ent invention is so arranged that various articles of the 
general nature referred to above may be freely inserted 
and removed and will be held securely and in proper 
alignment and position when associated with the holder. 

Other objects and advantages of the device of the 
present invention will occur to those skilled in the art 
from a consideration of the accompanying drawing and 
the following speci?cation which depict and describe a 
speci?c embodiment of my invention by way of example. 
It is to be understood, however, that the invention is not 
limited to this exemplary embodiment, and that various 
mechanical modi?cations may be made without depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention, the latter being 
limited only as de?ned in the appended claims. 

In the drawing: 
FIG. 1 is a general elevational view of a loose-leaf 

notebook in open position and equipped with one form 
of the article holder and receptacle of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view on the 
line 2—2 of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 3 is a bottom end elevational view of the note 
book of FIG. 1 in a closed position. 

Like characters of reference denote like parts through 
out the several ?gures of the drawing. The numeral 10 
designates generally a conventional loose-leaf ring binder 
having a back or spine portion 11, a front cover 12, a 
rear cover 13, rings 14 mounted upon a ring support 
member 15, and a ?ller 16 retained by the rings 14. 
The main body member of the article holder element 

of my new combination comprises, in the instance illus 
trated, by way of example, a stiff sheet or panel 20 of 
molded plastic, ?berboard, or similar suitable material 
which is preferably perforated along an edge thereof as 
at 21 to ?t interchangeably into various standard ring 
binders or loose-leaf notebooks of conventional construc 
tion. 
The panel 20 is molded or pressed throughout its cen 

tral area to provide depressions or well formations, in the 
present instance two in number, designated 24 and 25. 
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These depressions provide space for receiving and hous 
ing various writing and erasing implements and the like, 
as generally indicated in FIG. 1. 

In the form illustrated herein, by way of example, 
the panel 20 has a relatively undepressed portion 27 
lying between the depressed portions 24 and 25 and this 
area is provided with various groove-like depressions 28 
extending from one depression 24 to the other for receiv~ 
ing, in lengthwise position, various pencils and pens and 
like articles, as at 29. 

In the form shown herein, by way of example, the 
grooves or depressions 28 are somewhat more than semi 
circular in cross-section so that their upper edges, ad 
jacent to the main plane of the panel 20, somewhat 
overlie articles placed therein and in effect provide slightly 
narrowed entrance spaces. The material of which the 
panel 20 is made is of some degree of resilience, as in 
the case of molded plastic or pressed ?berboard, so that 
articles such as pens and pencils when pressed into the 
grooves 28 snap into posiiton and are resiliently held 
against accidental dislodgment. 

Additional article holding formations are provided, in 
the present instance, by way of further undepressed por 
tions or areas 30 and 31 which are formed with depressed 
grooves for receiving articles such as a pencil sharpener 
33 and an eraser 34, by way of example. In this case 
the grooves in the portions 30 and 31 may be su?iciently 
narrow to frictionally grip articles pressed therein. 
A relatively stiff sheet or panel member 38, likewise 

perforated to ?t the rings 14 of the notebook, is included 
in the assembly in the relative position illustrated in the 
drawing whereby it serves as a cover for the housing por 
tion of panel 20 by lying thereagainst when the note 
book is closed or when it is open but access to the article 
holder or receptacle is not desired. 

It will be noted that the depressions 24 and 25 are 
progressively deeper from left to right as viewed in FIGS. 
1, 2 and 3; that is, the depressions are shallower at the 
outer portion of panel 20 and deeper at the portion ad 
jacent to the rings 14. In the illustrated instance this 
di?erence in depth is utilized to some extent to accom 
modate larger or thicker articles in the deeper portions 
of the depressions, but in any event the difference in 
depth results in a conformation of the panel 20 which 
tapers outwardly and thus cooperates with the receptacle 
cover sheet 38 to provide a much better writing surface 
than is ordinarily provided at the left-hand side of a 
loose-leaf notebook when only one or a few of the pages 
are turned to the left for writing on the second side of 
the page. 
The generally wedge-shaped end conformation of a 

loose-leaf notebook assembly is thus utilized to house a 
receptacle or holder of tapered conformation, as shown 
best in FIG. 3, and the holder is at the same time 
utilized to overcome the difficulties ordinarily encoun 
tered in writing on the surface which results, in conven 
tional notebooks, when only one or a few pages have 
been turned over and a user attempts to write on the left 
hand side of the notebook and the thus turned pages. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In combination with a looseleaf notebook having a 

pair of covers hinged to opposite edges of a back, binder 
rings secured to said back, an article holder comprising 
a relatively thin sheet of moderately rigid material of sub 
stantially the same dimensions as said covers and having 
a base panel portion lying in a single plane, said sheet 
having undulating formations extending away from said 
plane to provide article receiving depressions, said panel 
portion having perforations along one edge engaged by 
said rings of the notebook, the depression portions closest 
to the panel edge bearing said perforations being substan 
tially deeper than the depressions remote from said edge 
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whereby, the holder is substantially wedge-shaped as 
viewed from the end thereof, and a ?at stiif panel like 
wise having perforations along one edge engaged by said 
rings of said notebook at the open side of said depres 
sions and having substantially the same dimensions as‘ 
said sheet to'form a cover member for said article holder 
and a writing surface for pages of said notebook. 

2. In combination with a looseleaf notebook having 
a pair of covers hinged to the opposite edges of a back, 
binder rings secured to said back, an article holder com— 
prising a relatively thin sheet of moderately rigid mate 
rial of substantially the same dimensions as said covers 
and having a base panel portion lying in a single plane, 
said panel portion having perforations along one edge 
engaged by said rings of the notebook, said sheet having 
undulating formations extending away from said plane to 
provide spaced article receiving depressions, said depres 
sions being of channel cross-section and having restricted 
entrance portions adjacent to the plane of the base panel 
portion adapted to receive and resiliently retain pens, 
pencils and like articles, and a ?at stiff panel likewise hav 
ing perforations along one edge engaged by said rings of 
said notebook at the open side of said depressions and 
having substantially the same dimensions as said sheet to 
form a cover member for said article holder and a writing 
surface for pages of said notebook. 

3. In combination with a looseleaf notebook having a 
pair of covers hinged to opposite edges of a back, binder 
rings secured to said back, any article holder comprising a 
relatively thin sheet of moderately rigid material of sub 
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stantially the same dimensions as said covers and having 
a base panel portion lying in a single plane, said panel 
portion having perforations along one edge engaged by 
said rings of the notebook, said sheet having undulating 
formations extending away from said plane to provide a 
pair of spaced article receiving depressions and further 
undulating formations in said panel of channel cross-sec 
tion connecting ‘said pair of depressions, said channel 
formations having restricted entrance portions adjacent to 
the plane of the base panel portion adapted to receive 
and resiliently retain pens, pencils and like articles with 
the end portions of the articles projecting into said spaced 
depression for ready grasping to remove the same from 
the holder, and a ?at sti?" panel likewise having perfora 
tions along one edge engaged by said rings of said note 
'book at the open side of said depressions and having 
substantially the same dimensions as said sheet to form 
a cover member for said article holder and a. writing sur 
face for pages of said notebook. 
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